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About Cookies
This website uses cookies. A cookie is a file containing small pieces of text that a web server sends to
your web browser when you access an internet site. Cookies are stored on the browser or hard drive of
your computer or device.
The main purpose of cookies is to streamline your use of the website; cookies make the interaction
between users and websites faster and easier. They can't look into your computer or read any
personal information or other material on your hard drive. They can't carry viruses or install anything
harmful on your computer.
In all cases in which cookies are used on this site, the cookie will not collect any personally
identifiable information.

How does RE Resource Group use cookies?
Here is a list of the main cookies we use, and what they are used for:
We use cookies to distinguish you from other users of our website and to provide a browsing experience
that is unique to you. Cookies are used by us so that our website can remember what you have done
whilst browsing, for instance, your log-in details, how far you have progressed with applying for a job.
Cookies can be in the form of session cookies or persistent cookies. Session cookies are deleted from your
computer or device when you close your web-browser. Persistent cookies will remain stored on your
computer or device until deleted or until they reach their expiry date. We use the following cookies:
Application cookies - These cookies are necessary in order for you to use the features like ‘Apply
Now’ and navigate around the website.
Preference cookies - These cookies record information about choices you’ve made or settings to
improve your visit. Data stored is anonymous.
Measurement cookies - We use Google Analytics to improve the functionality and usability of the
site and the services we provide to site visitors. As with other cookies, user data is all anonymous.
Please see Google Analytics’ privacy policy here for further information. As with other cookies, user
data is all anonymous.
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Managing Cookies
RE Resource Group operates an ‘implied consent’ policy which means that through the use of our
site we assume that you are happy with our cookie policy. If you are not happy, then you should
either not visit this site, delete the cookies having visited the site, or visit the site using your
browser’s anonymous usage setting.
Most browsers allow you to refuse cookies. You may block our cookies by activating the setting on your
browser that allows you to refuse the setting of all or some cookies. You can find out more about cookies and
how to delete and control them on www.aboutcookies.org or click help in your browser menu.
Please note that if you choose to reject cookies, certain parts of this site may not be available to you
or may not function properly.
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